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Scaling social science variables by multi-modality matching. 
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Abstract 

A large number of studies have shown that direct scaling procedures 

can be used for scaling social science variables. 

Parallel with the development in psychophysics of the matching various 

sets of stimuli to each other (cross-modality matching), matching of 

various sets of stimuli to social science stimuli (multimodality 

matching) has been explored. This development makes possible the 

evaluation of the validity and reliability of the measurement 

instruments. 

A model for these scaling experiments is developed and shown to be a 

specific case of the congeneric test model. Further the evaluation of 

the validity reliability , the estimation of the scale values and 

the testing on consensus are discussed and an example is given. 

Paper presented at the 1980 European Meeting of the Psychometric Society, 

Groningen,The Hetherlands,19-21 June 1980. 
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In a standard experiment to establish a scale for a social science 

variable, for exanple occupational prestige, a respondent is presented 

with several descriptions of occupations in random order. He/she is 

asked to assign nunbers to the stimuli in the following way: if he/she 

thinks that an occupation has a prestige which is twice as high as the 

status of the first stimulus it should be given a nunber which is 

twice as high. If the first occupation has a status which is three 

tines as high as another occupation the latter should be given a number 

1/3 of the number of the first occupation etc. 

This can be done with nunbers but it can also be done with lengths of 

lines or loudness of sounds or time durations or any other kind of 

modality. In each case the respondent matches the ratio of the sensations 

obtained frcsn the physical stimuli with the ratio of his/her judgements 

of occupational prestiges. In case more than one modality is matched 

with one set of social stimuli this experiment is called a multimodality 

matching experiment. For more details concerning these procedures we refer 

to Hanblin (1973), Lodge e.a. (1975, 1976) and Saris e.a. (1977, 1979b). 

The models formulated to analyze the multimodality data (Dawson and 

Brinker, 1971 and Cross, 1974) are too restrictive and lead in general to 

biased estimates of the parameters (see appendix) . Therefore we will 

formulate a more general model and then indicate how this model can help 

to test the validity of the measures and how the reliability of the neasures 

can be estimated and the scales derived. 

In the multimodality matching experiments there are two kinds of stimuli. 

The first ones are the social stimuli presented on cards, for exanple 

the descriptions of the occupations. The second kind of stimuli are the 

physical stimuli which the respondent presents to himself by drawing a line 

or turning the button to increase the loudness of sounds etc. 

Both kinds of stimuli lead to subjective evaluations resp. judgements and 

sensations which are matched by the respondent. 

Vfe start with the relationship between the physical stimuli and the 

sensations. 

From psychophysical research much is known about the relationships between 

physical stimuli and sensations. It has been found that the relationship 

can be approximated by a power function (Stevens, 1975; Marks, 1974 and 

Gescheider, 1975). Denoting the stimuli of the i^1 kind of modality by 

^ and the sensation produced by the im kind of stimuli by t|o the 

following law approximately holds tree: 
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(1) = a*<t>iBi Ei 

where af and 6^ are constants specific to the kind of stimuli and 

c. is a random component. 

If we take the logarithm of this form a linear relationship is obtained: 

(2) n Bixi + “i + ?xi 

where 

n . = In ip. 
XI 1 

X. - In ^ 

“i = ^ “i 

?xi = 111 ei 

Further, it has been found empirically that the random component 

in (2) has an approximately normal distribution with zero nean 

(J.C. Stevens, 1957) and it seems realistic to assume that this variable 

is independent of the stimulus values themselves. In that case the 

following statements can be made: 

E(Cxi> = 0 and Cov(xicxi) = 0 

The relationship between social science stimuli and the subjective judgements 

of them have been shewn to be a power function in many cases (Hamblin, 

1973). 

However, in many instances, like in case of occupation, the scale values 

of the stimuli will be unknown and consequently the relationship between 

the values of the stimuli and the judgements can not be studied. 

Therefore we will not rely on any kind of relationship but only assume 

that the i™ judgement (y^) of the same set of social stimuli will 

distribute randomly around a true score x by a random component (u^) 

according to the form: 



O) y± = t*ua 
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After taking the logarithm we have 

(4) n± = £ + 

with = In y^, 5 = In t and = In in, 

while we assune again as before that 

oov(Cti) = 0 and = 0 , 

The advantage of equation (3) is that this form can be used in case 

the scale values of the stimuli are known or not. 

Having discussed what we can say about the sensations obtained from 

the physical stimuli and the judgements determined by the social stimuli 

the matching process will be described. 

In the matching experiment the respondent is asked to match the ratio 

of two sensations with the ratio of two judgements. 

This matching can be done between a variable stimulus and a standard 

or between a variable stimulus and its predecessor which is a variable 

stimulus. As in general a standard is used in social science procedures 

we will restrict the discussion to this situation. For the other 

procedure we" can refer to models developed by Cross (1973), Ward (1979) . 

In case of a comparison between one variable stimulus and a standard 

stimulus (s) we can write: 

(5) 

where i indicates the 1th modality which is used for the judgements of the i4*1 

judgement of the sane set of social stimuli while j indicates the j^ 

stimulus and e. • is the error in the matching of the j stimulus of 

th 
the i modality. 

In this matching process the units in which the sensations and judgements 

are expressed are arbitrary as they do not play a role in the ratios. 

Therefore we ignore these units. 

Taking the logarithm of (5) we find using the notation of equation (2) 

and (4): 



(6) n . . — n — n. . “ n, ^ e, . r — 1 n fp* ) 
X13 xis 13 is 13 Gij veij; 

From (2) and (4) it follows that 

(7) n . — n. = g.x. + a - £ + c; . ~ c. 
xis is 1 is ^ Ss xis Sis 

Therefore we can write for each stimulus using the i**1 nodaiity: 

(8) = ni + ^ + 2i 

where 

k; = 6.x. + a. - £ is a constant 
1 1 is 1 s 
Zs = C • “C- + e. is a random corrponent 
1 XIS IS 1 

and again making the assumption that 

E(z^) = 0 and cov(n^z^) = 0. 

Substitution of (2) and (4) in (8) gives 

B.x. + a. + t . = £+k. + r. + z. 
11 1 XI 111 

and rewriting gives 

(9) x. = s + v. + S. 
ii li 

where 

A. 
l v. = 

i Ai (f-i 
z - 
i cxi> 

From the assumptions concerning z^ and and the 

assumption that the error terms are independent of each other it 

follows that 

E(Ai) = 0 

cov(',<h) = o 

cov(P S ^) =0 

for all i 

for all i 

for all i, j 
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While x^ represented the values of stimuli of the i^1 modality which 

the respondent presents to himself, we have derived in (9) that in the 

multinodality experiment the values of can also be used as responses 

which are a function of the judgements of the social stimuli. This fact 

makes it possible to use these values as measures for these judgements. 

For a multi modality retching experiment with k modalities the following 

general model can be formulated: 

(10) x = A£ + v + 6 

with 

E(6±) = 0 

covi^S/) = 0 

covU^S.) = 0 

for all i 

for all i 

for all i, j 

6 

6. 
l \ 

According to this formulation the model is identical to the congeneric 

test model discussed by Joreskog (1971, 1974). Therefore the estimation 

and testing procedure developed by Joreskog for this model can be used. 

The disturbance term is a linear conbination of different measurement 

error variables. If they all are normally distributed, this error 

variable is also normally distributed. This does not seen unlikely 

but further study should be made of this aspect. 
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Validity, reliability and consensus 

For reasons explained in Appendix I we suggest another test of the 

validation of the measurement procedures than suggested by Dawson and 

Brinker (1971) and Cross (1974). This test is based on the model given 

above. If the cterivation of the model is correct, each response variable 

(x.) is a function of the same true score for the judgement of the 

social stimulus and a random component. This formulation excludes the 

Dossibility that the responses measure some different variables in 

which case the "one factor model" would not hold. Further it excludes 

the possibility that the different responses have systematic errors in 

camon which would lead to correlated error terms (cov^S^) ^ 0) and 

the modal specified would not hold. 

Thus the validity can be tested by the test of model (10). 

In the next section we will show how this can be done by the use of 

procedures developed by Joreskog (1971) for congeneric tests. An advantage 

of this test is that it can be applied to individual data as well. 

One of the most important advantages of multimodality matching above the 

old psychophysical scaling procedures is that it is possible to determine 

the reliability of the different measures. 

In the derived model (10) the measurement error term (6^) is a linear 

function of the various kinds of errors. If a coiplex experiment were 

set up, it might be possible to estimate the contribution of the 

different error sources to the total error variance. But here we shall 

concentrate on the total error variance which will be denoted by 9^. 

jf this variance can be estimated as well as the variance of the true 

score for the judgement (o^) the reliability (p?) of the 1th measure 

is defined as (Lord and tfovick, 1968): 

(11) Pi 
«i 

By oonparing the reliability coefficients for the different modalities 

one can neke a comparison of the quality of the different response 

variables. As these coefficients can be confuted for each individual 

person it is also possible to determine if a person has difficulties 

with sore of the nodalities. How the different variances can be 

estimated wri.ll be discussed in the next section. 
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Vfe have stressed the analysis of individual data as we thinly that too 

often in the past data have been aggregated where it was not appropriate 

as there was no consensus among the population (Saris e.a., 1977). 

In order to test for consensus one can analyze the data of each individual 

separately and consequently estimate the individual scales. Next, one 

can test whether the respondents have the same scales. Hiis can be done 

by calculation of the correlation between the different individual scales. 

If the correlations differ greatly from unity one should split the sairple 

into several groups with similar scales by seme kind of cluster procedure. 

How the individual scales can be estimated will be discussed in the 

next section. 
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Estimaticn and testing 

Joreskog (1971) has developed an estimation procedure for congeneric 

test models which can also be applied here as model (10 is structurally 

identical to the congeneric test model. 

In order to formulate this estimation procedure and to indicate the test 

procedure the variance covariance matrix (i) for the observable response 

variables has to be derived from model (10): 

(12) £ = A a|A1 + 0g 

If S is the unbiased estimate of the variance covarianoe matrix 

the estimates of the parameters A, o|, 0^ can be obtained according to 

Joreskog's method by minimizing a function F viiich is: 

(13) F = h £ln|l| + tr(S£ 1) - ln(S) - k J 
where k is the nuntoer of response variables. 

If the observable variables (x) have a multinormal distribution, the 

estimates are the maximum likelihood estimators which are kncwn to be 

the best unbiased estimators in case of large samples (Silvey, 1970), 

while they also seem to be unbiased in small sanples according to 

Monte Carlo experiments (Boomsma, 1979). 

For these reasons and others mentioned in the appendix we think that 

this estimation procedure is to be preferred to the procedures used in 

the past for the kind of data obtained by multimodality matching 

experiments (Dawson and Brinker, 1971 and Cross, 1974). The program 

LISREL can be used for this purpose (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1978). 

A problem with this kind of model is that the scale unit of the unmeasured 

judgement variable is not determined. This means that the variance of 

this variable and the coefficients in the matrix are not uniquely 

identifiable without further restrictions. For a discussion of this 

identification problem we refer to Saris (1979a) and De Pijper and 

Saris (1979). 

This problem is not only a technical natter. It also has a substantial 

counterpart. It means in oractice that the coefficients can only be found 

after restricting one of the coefficients to a certain value. In doing 

so the other coefficients will be relative to the one which is fixed. 
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The solution chosen by Stevens (see the discussion in Stevens, 1975) 

is that the p.-ooefficient for the nunfaer responses in equation (1) 

is fixed to unity.This would nean that the sensations people get from 

nunfcer stimuli are proportional to the nunbers themselves. Given this 

restriction, the A-coefficient in model (10), being 1/g, is also 1 for 

the nunber responses and the other coefficients will be relative to 

this coefficient. For a more elaborate discussion of this point we can 

refer to Cross (1978) and Wegener (1978). 

The result derived in equation (12) can also be used for the testing 

of model (10). If the model is correct the estimates of the parameters 

substituted in equation (12) should reproduce the observed covariance 

matrix except for sampling fluctuations. If the model is incorrect the 

fit of this model to the data should be significantly worse than might 

be ejected by chance. The test statistic oormonly used for this purpose 

is (N-I)Fq where N is equal to the size of the sanple and Fq is the value 

of the function in (13) at the minimum given the specified model. 

For large sanples this test statistic is distributed as where the 

degrees of freedom (df) are identical to the number of distinct elements 

in I minus the number of parameters to be estimated (Joreskog, 1971, 

1974 and Saris, 1979a) . For small sanples, as will be the case in the 

exanple discussed here, the use of the x2 distribution as an approximation 

wri.ll too often lead to rejection of the models which are correct 

(Boomsma, 1979). Given this fact the test should be used writh care but 

can at least give an indication of the goodness of fit of the model to 

the data. Therefore we suggest using this statistic to test the validity 

of the neasures as discussed in the last section. This test can be used 

to test the model for each respondent separately. 

For the estimation of the individual scales for the latent judgement 

variable several procedures are available. But, as we can obtain many 

estimates for the sane scale a procedure should be preferred which gives 

an unbiased estimate of the scale by taking the average of the scales 

of those people with the same scale (Saris, 1978). A procedure which has 

this property and minimizes the sum of the squared errors has been developed 

by Barttlet (1958). According to this procedure the estimate is obtained 

from the observed responses, given the estimates of A, o? and 0. as follcws: 
5 -6 
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(Lawley and Maxwell, 1971) 

(14) i = (‘VWS1? 

The procedure suggested by Cross (1974) for estimation is unbiased 

but does not minimize the differences between the estimated and true 

scale. 

An example 

Having indicated the procedures to be used for the analysis of nulti- 

irodality matching data, we will now illustrate them with the exanple 

we have mentioned at the beginning of the article. Twenty five occupations 

were presented in randan order to eleven respondents eight times. For each 

occupation given in random order the prestige was expressed twice in four 

modalities: numbers, line lengths, volumes of sounds and time durations. 

The repeated responses have been averaged out (after logarithmic 

transformation) in order to obtain more reliable estimates. These activities 

have led to a variance covariance matrix of the responses of four by 

four for each respondent. For more detailed information on this study 

we refer to Saris e.a. (1979b). 

From the covariance matrices the parameters have been estimated according 

to the procedure indicated in the last section. The results of the 

goodness of fit test of the model to the eleven data sets is presented 

in table 1. 

This table shows that for all respondents except the first one model (10) 

holds, indicating that the responses represent the sane true score for 

prestige of occupation and that there are no other sources of systematic 

variation in the responses. The first respondent indicated that she 

had changed her opinion after doing the first two evaluations. This 

neans that the first two evaluations should have something in common 

which is not in the true score. This brou^it us to the idea that a 

error between the first two modalities would be plausible in this case. 

Changing the model in this direction the result was indeed sufficient to obtain 

a good fit of the model (x2 = -04, Pr. = .85), but the correlated error 

turned out to be very small. As the x2 test is very sensitive in this 

case and the error minimal. 

Table 1 also presents the estimates of the parameters of the model. 

The results indicate that the differences in parameters from respondent 

to respondent are quite large. 
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Table 2 gives the reliability coefficients for each respondent and 

each nodality. This table shows that the reliability coefficients 

are very high (medians resp.: .95, .955, .869, .871), but the sound 

responses and the duration responses are somewhat less reliable than the 

line and nuntoer responses. 

Table 2 

The Reliability Coefficients for the Different Modalities for 

Each Respondent 

Further it is also clear that the respondents did not do equally well 

on each modality. Respondent 6 had problems with all modalities except 

lines. A similar observation can be made for respondent 9 while respondent 

11 had problems with the line responses. But in each case the problems 

did not introduce systematic errors otherwise the model would have been 

rejected. Thus the errors seem to be purely random and only reducing 

the reliability of one response. 

Having established estimates for A, o? and 0. for each respondent we 
€ -o 

estimated their scales for the prestige of the occupations using 

equation (14). Hie correlations between the scales obtained are presented 

in table 3. 
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It can be seen that all correlations are very high; only respondent 

7 seems1 to have a different scale in mind. What can be seen here 

directly from the correlation matrix can also be reproduced by the 

use of a cluster program. The use of such a procedure is necessary 

with large numbers of respondents. This grotp was homogeneous; the 

respondents were all from the sane social class, with similar jobs at 

the sane university. Such a consensus cannot be expected in national 

surveys. Therefore in such cases one should develop several scales 

for groups with different opinions. 

Conclusions 

In this paper a rrodel has been formulated for the measurement prooedure 

used in multimodality matching experiments. This model turned out to 

be a specific case of the congeneric test model discussed by Joreskog 

(1971). Therefore the estimation and testing procedures suggested by 

Joreskog could also be used in this case. They are more efficient than 

the procedures previously used to analyze this kind of data. 

It has been indicated that the test of the model is also a partial test of 

the validity of the different measures and that the multimodality 

approach gives us the opportunity to evaluate the reliability of the 

different measures. The model was tested for 11 respondents and turned 

out to fit the data rather veil while the reliability of the measures 

was quite high. 

Next an efficient prooedure for estimation of the scale was discussed 

and illustrated. The analysis of the data for each separate individual 

respondent is stressed because there is no reason why different 

respondents should necessarily use the same scale for judgement of social 

phenomena. Different scales should therefore be developed for groups 

with different opinions. 

Given that the model fitted the data and the many opportunities offered 

to test the quality of its measuring instruments the multimodality 

matching approach seems to be very attractive for use in the social 

sciences. This is even more so because the risk of memory effects 

going from one modality to another is very minimal (non existent in 

the example). This is so because the different modalities require 

different response modes; this is not true in case of repeated observation 

with category scaling or any other scaling procedure more commonly 

used. 

Finally, the fact that these procedures are based on a fair amount of 

psychophysical research is also an attractive characteristic according 

to the authors. 
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Appendix 

From equation (9) it follows for modalities i and j after scale 

rewriting that 

(Ai) x. = -r1 x. + c.. + c. ■ 
r 3 l] Mj 

where 

= vi ~ BjVj j which is a constant 

Cfj = (it - BjiSj) which is a randan oanpanent 

Given this result it is attractive to suggest that the procedure is 

valid if the regression coefficient regressing xi on x^ is approximately 

identical to the ratio of the constants and Bj as they have been 

found in psychophysical research (Dawson and Bririker, 1971). 

However this idea is incorrect as it can be shown that is correlated 

with Xj because tj and are correlated with x^ (see (9)). 

Consequently the estimate of the regression coefficient will be biased. 

Therefore Cross (1974) suggested an alternative estimation procedure under 

the assumption that 

(A2) °xj 
az ■ 
xj 

4 = 4 
Bi 

But according bo our rnocfcl this is not necessarily true as 

(A3) Xlfkllz 
I n't 

3 ( °Cj + 0 

CXi' 

z] °Cxj) 

and consequently the result used by Cross only holds under the very , 

special condition that 

(A4) 
Cl 

a2 . 
CXi °tj + zj 

+ a 2 
Cxj 

which is very unlikely. 
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As an unbiased estimate of A^ can directly be obtained from the data 

(see above) and @ = ^ \ the estimates of Bi obtained by the Joreskog 

procedure can be compared directly with expected values given in psycho¬ 

physical textbooks (see for example Stevens 1975) . 

Although this cctiparison is possible we do not reconmend this kind of 

validation test as Poulton (1968) and Teghtsoonian (1973) have shewn, 

that the values of the coefficients depend on the range of the stimuli. 

Therefore only under the condition that the range of the stimuli or 

perhaps better that the variances of the sensations and the variances 

of the judgements are identical (Stevens, 1975) the coefficients can be 

expected to be approximately the same. 

But this condition is very unlikely. For this reason we have suggested 

an alternative which is prcbably more general. 
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